
WHITE & PRIVATE LABEL ITALIAN KNITWEAR

MAGLIFICIO ITES S.p.A. is an Italian B2B knitwear supplier,            
established in 1967 in Tuscany.


Inside our headquarters we have the departments of Product 
Design & Development, Sampling, Sales, Buying, Accounting, 
Quality Control, Logistics, and the yarn stocks. 


The knitting is in subcontract with manufacturers which have   
an exclusive partnership with us, all located in the proximity of 
our headquarters. This gives us complete control over the entire 
production process, from raw material purchase to delivery.

Headquarters

Via Umberto Terracini, 13


51031 Agliana (PT)


Italy



Our Services

Private Label

You provide us with your personal designs and we make them become 

reality with luxury, sustainable yarns. We bring your line to life with care 


and discretion.

White Label

Choose among our original knitwear creations what best suits your brand: 


each season, our collections are conceived to be the perfect combination 


of style, comfort, and performance.

Bespoke Design 

& Development

We work together with you to give form to your ideas, offering you our 

know-how from the draft of the first prototype, to the final product.



Quality as a Value

Only premium yarns 

We knit with select certified yarns and blends to guarantee the best 

looking and performing knitwear: we manage carded, combed and 


fancy yarns, Merinos, Cashmere, and cotton, pure and blended.

Flawless knitwear

Nothing which is less than perfect leaves our headquarters: to us, 


quality controls are a very serious matter. Each partner manufacturer


is subject to our supervision, every output goes through an 


extensive quality check in our headquarters.

Reliability

Having been active for longer than half a century, we know that 

professionalism and timeliness are just as essential as garment quality. 


We value your business, deadlines, and privacy: that’s why we are not 

only great manufacturers, but also discreet and reliable partners.



How we do it

Production Machines

Stoll, Shima.

Gauges
12/10/7/5/3

Capacity

1.500.000 pcs/year


100.000 pcs/month

MOQ

300 pcs/style with 


100 pcs/color



Sustainability

We are aware of the impact that our company can have on both the 

ecosystem and society. Our entire activity is aimed at preserving and, 

where possible, improving the environment by reducing our waste and 

favouring sustainable materials. We strive to be an example of integrity 

and fairness in relations with all the subjects with whom we interact.


Our certifications attest our strong ethical commitment:

GOTS (Certified by CU1137534)


Global Organic Textile Standard 

RWS (Certified by CU882614)

Responsible Wool Standard

GRS (Certified by CU1137534)


Global Recycled Standard 

BSCI

Business Social Compliance Initiative

SEDEX
Supplier Ethical Data Exchange 



Contacts

Via Umberto Terracini, 13


51031 Agliana (PT)


Italy



(+39) 0574 751214



www.itesspa.com



sales@itesspa.com



VAT number: 00133100479



Company Registration number: PT-62282



